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Section-A

Q.l. Attempt all parts. AII parts carry equal marks. Write
answer of each part in short. Qxl0:20)

(a) What are the fiansfer characteristics of fiansducer?

(b) Define Crauge factor.

(c) A quartz piezn+lecftic cry,sbl having thickness of 2 rlm
and voltage sensitivity of 0.055 V- mAI is subjected to
a prcssure of 1.5 MN/m2. Calculate the voltage out1rut.

If the permittivity of qtrartz is 40.6x l0-t2 Flrn calculate
ib charge sensitivity.

Name the transducers used to measure the force.

Give the classifications of land line telemetry
system.

(d)

(e)
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(f) What are the major reasons for resorting to radio

channels for telemetry in case of missiles?

A tape receives 12,000 numbers per second. The tape

speed is 1.5 m/s. Determine the density of the tape.

What is meant by direct digital control?

Name the components of Magnetic tape recorder.

What is meant by DAQ?

Section-B

Q.2. Attempt any 5 questions from this section. (l0xF50)

(a) Describe the constnrction, theory and working of
thermocouples. Describe the different types of com-
pensations used.

(b) In order to m@sure strain in a cantilever beam ) a
single strain guage of resistance I kCr, and guage

factor 2 and a temperahre co-efficient 10x 10ffC is
mounted on the beam and connected in one arm of
a bridge circuit. The other three arms of the bridge

have resistance of l00O each. The bridge detector

resistance is l00Q and its sensitivity is l0 mrn/ prA.

Calculate

G) the detector deflection for 0. I percent strain.

(e)

(h)

(i)

0)

lDAATs0
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(ii) the change in effective strain indicated when the
room temperatue increases by 100c.

(c) A pa'rallel Plate capacitor fiansducer uses plates of area
500 mm2 which are separated by a distance O.zmm.
Calculate the value of capacitance when the aietectric is
air having a permittivity of g.g5x l0-r2F/m.

0 Calculate the change in capacitance if a linear dis-
placement reduces the distance betrveen the plates
to 0. 18 mm. Also calculate the ratio of per unit
change of capacitance to per unit change diqplace-
ment

CO Strppose a mica sheet 0.01 mm thick is insemed in
the gilp- Calculatethe value oforiginal @pacitance
and change in capacitance for the same displace_
ment. Also calculate the ratio of per unit change in
capacitance to per unit change in diqplacement. The
dielectric constant of rnica is g.

(d) Define Piezo-Electric Effect. Describe the operation of
Piezo-elecfric fransducer and derive the expressions for
voltage and charge sensitivities.

(e) Explain the land line telemetering sptem using a synchro
tansmitter-receiver pair used in torque tanslnission mode.

(0 How equalization is carried out in a magnetic tape re-
corder using direct recording techniques
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G) Discuss the various methods involved in reabzation

of electronic controller.

(h) Explain the various types of head type flow meters.

Also derive its flow rates.

Section-C

Note: Attempt any 2 questions from this section. (15x2:30)

Q.3. Describe the principle of working and block diagrarn of a

Digital storage oscilloscope. State its advantages over CRO.

Explain the construction and principle of working of a

L\IDT. Explain how the magritude and direction of the

displacement of core of an L\IDT detected? Why is the

frequency of excitation of primtry winding kept very high

as compared to the frequency of the signal being detected?

Describe the basic circuit of a spectrun analyser. Explain

how the spectra of the following is displayed:

Q.4.

Q.5.

Continuous wave signals

Arnplitude modulated signals

Frequency modulated signals

Pulse modulated signals

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

1t9014750
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